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Abstract: Fracture is the main factor to determine oil and gas production capacity in low permeability reservoir. Only by acquiring the information of the fracture development in the formation can the reservoir be evaluated accurately. With the development of science and technology, more and more logging technology can be used in the identification of cracks, such as: sonic logging, density logging, imaging logging, full wave logging, dip logging, and PP wave logging technology which can identify fractures near borehole. In this paper, several methods of identifying fracture by logging curves are briefly introduced.
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INTRODUCTION
Fractured reservoir has many special characteristics. In terms of its physical and rock properties and the depth of the mud, there are obvious differences and heterogeneities in the profile, there are different cracks and caves, which has many different fractures and caves [1]. So the rock sound, electricity, discharge and other features have a large range of changes and uncertainty. The fracture developing probability can be predicted through the methods of the reconstruction of conventional logging curve, amplifying the fracture response characteristic in conventional logging curves and extracting the fracture imaging logging information features.

LOG INTERPRETATION MODEL OF DUAL POROSITY STRUCTURE
Porosity is not a single concept in complex reservoirs. So 4 porosity concepts are introduced, which are total porosity, matrix porosity, fracture porosity. The following models are established according to the reservoir types. The aim is to put the total porosity into 2 parts, matrix pore and fracture pore, which is the model of double pore structure [2].

Fig-1: Geological model of double pore structure

Pores and caves are usually distributed in the rock, when there is no fracture in the communication, the holes are communicated by the matrix [3]. Their existence has a great influence on the total porosity, the total porosity increases exponentially when the holes are relatively developed. But the effect of cave size on the conductivity of rock is very little. In the establishment of the interpretation model, cave and matrix pore are regarded as one called matrix cave pore. The existence of fracture pore has little effect on the total pore, but it has great influence on the conductivity of the rock. So the dual porosity model is composed of 2 parts [4], the fracture pore and the matrix cave pore (formula 1).
\[ \varphi_T = \frac{V_e}{V} = \frac{V_{BD} + V_L}{V} \times 100\% \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where: \( \varphi_T \) — total porosity of reservoir, \%; \( V \) — total rock volume, \( m^3 \); \( V_{BD} \) — matrix cave pore volume, \( m^3 \); \( V_L \) — fracture volume, \( m^3 \).

When there is a fracture in the reservoir, the electrical resistivity logging interpretation model should be a parallel conduction model for two kinds of rock with single pore structure [5]. That is, the fracture in the rock and the conductive network of the matrix cave are two independent systems in parallel, they obey the Archie formula, but have different pore indexes. According to this model, the resistivity of pure rock with full water content is (formula 2):

\[ \frac{1}{R_o} = \frac{1}{R_L} + \frac{1}{R_{BD}} \] \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where:
- \( R_o \) — Pure rock resistivity with full water content, \( \Omega\cdot m \);
- \( R_{BD} \) — matrix cave pore resistivity, \( \Omega\cdot m \);
- \( R_L \) — fracture resistivity.

**BASEING SINGLE LOGGING CURVE RECONSTRUCTION**

The fracture of the formation is usually filled with the filling material, and the filling material connects the fracture and rock solid in the direction of the vertical fracture [6]. So when the sound wave arrives to the fracture, it does not need energy conversion or Acoustic bypass, it can go through the fracture in the filler directly. So acoustic logging can only shows the matrix cave pore, it cannot tell the fracture pore. The existence of fracture affects the resistivity of rock layers, after the same reference scale standardization, the fracture in the rock can be identified through the superposition of the resistivity curve calculated by apparent acoustic porosity and formation apparent resistivity response curve (overlapping drawing) [7].

The parameters are closed in the case of one hundred percent water content in formation pore. In the consolidated pure rock, there is the following relationship between porosity and acoustic time difference(formula 3):

\[ \varphi_T = \frac{\Delta t - \Delta t_{ma}}{\Delta t_f - \Delta t_{ma}} \] \hspace{1cm} (3)

Where: \( a \) — apparent acoustic porosity of rock ; \( \Delta t, \Delta t_f, \Delta t_{ma} \) — the time required for acoustic wave traveling per meter in the rock, in the pore fluid and in the rock framework.

The apparent resistivity of pure rock strata can be obtained combining with Archie formula and apparent resistivity index formula(formula 4) [8]:

\[ R_x = \frac{abR_w}{S_w - \varphi_a} \] \hspace{1cm} (4)

Where: \( S_w \) — water saturation ; \( R_w \) — formation water resistivity ; \( a, b, m, n \) are constants.

For permeability sand layer, if the fracture growth is good, the resistivity value will be significantly lower, at this time, the resistivity of the apparent acoustic porosity is found to be higher than that of the true rock, and there is a positive difference between the apparent resistivity curves [9]. When the crack growth in general, the resistivity value will be significantly lower, the resistivity of the apparent acoustic porosity is different from that of the true rock resistivity. When the fracture development is poor, the apparent porosity is an upper limit value due to the parallax of the acoustic waves, that is larger than the true porosity of rock strata, and the apparent resistivity of pure rock strata is small, there is a negative difference between the apparent resistivity curves [10].

The logging curves between 1894.0 ~ 1899.6min figure 2 show that GR amplitude was significantly lower, we can determine that this layer should be sand layer, the good permeability of the stratum segment can be judged by the "positive amplitude difference" on the microelectrode in this section, and the measured resistivity value is low, it can be preliminarily judged the fracture in this formation develops well.
Fig. 2: Overlap diagram of resistivity calculated by apparent acoustic porosity and formation apparent resistivity response curves (fracture develops well)

The logging curves between 1638.0~1644.8m in figure 3 show that because of the existence of the "positive amplitude difference", the permeability of this section is better, but there is no difference between the rock resistivity $R_z$ and the three lateral curve calculated by the Archie formula, so the fracture in this formation develops generally.

Fig. 3: Overlap diagram of resistivity calculated by apparent acoustic porosity and formation apparent resistivity response curves (fracture develops generally)

The logging curves between 1638.0~1644.8m in figure 4 show that because of the existence of the "positive amplitude difference", the permeability of this section is better, but the resistivity of rock stratum is obviously at high value, preliminary judgment here cracks are not developed, the roughly assess is the fracture here doesn’t develop, and the difference of the rock resistivity $R_z$ and the three lateral curves calculated by the Archie formula is negative, so the development of this stratum is poor.

Fig. 4: Overlap diagram of resistivity calculated by apparent acoustic porosity and formation apparent resistivity response curves (poor fracture)
BASING MULTIPLE LOG CURVE RECONSTRUCTION

The conventional logging curves are classified according to the nature of the influence of conventional well logging changes along with the fracture development. Multiply the numerical values of acoustic time (AC) and compensated neutron (CNL), and the value is the molecule of reconstruction feature curve (DACR); multiply the numerical values of bulk density (DEN) and deep and shallow lateral resistivity (RLLD , RLLS), and the value is the denominator of reconstruction feature curve (DACR) [4]; That is:

$$DACR = \frac{AC-CN L}{DEN-R LL D-R LL S}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The crack causes the volume density, the compensation neutron, the sound wave time difference as well as the deep, shallow lateral resistivity change in fracture development zone. These changes can be characterized by the difference between the curve filter and the original curve [6]. The conventional logging curves are filtered by 7 points, comparing them with the original conventional logging curves and calculating the relative amplitude difference of 5 kinds of conventional logging curves, the relative amplitude difference of conventional well logging curve and Structural reconstruction feature are used to identify fracture (formula 6) [8].

$$REMA = \frac{AC-A C}{AC} + \frac{C L N - C L N}{D E N} + \frac{D E N - D E N}{R LL D} + \frac{R LL D - R LL D}{R LL S} + \frac{R LL S - R LL S}{R LL S}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Where: AC, CNL, DEN, RLLD, RLLS — conventional well logging curves ; $\overline{AC}, \overline{CNL}, \overline{DEN}, \overline{RLLD}, \overline{RLLS}$ — filtering curve of conventional well logging curve.

The design sketch of reconstruct characteristic curves shows the fracture in Fig. 5. The fracture develops well at the formation of 5296~5299m, 5301~5305m and 5309~5314m, the response characteristics are not clear in single logging curves, but they become clear after amplifying fracture response characteristics based on reconstructing curves (DACR, REMA) [10].

Fig-5: Identification of fractures using reconstructed log curves

CONCLUSIONS

According to the logging data, the fracture response characteristics of conventional logging curve elements are studied. The existence of fracture affects the resistivity of rock layers, after the same reference scale standardization, the fracture in the rock can be identified through the superposition of the resistivity curve calculated by apparent acoustic porosity and formation apparent resistivity response curve (overlapping drawing), this is basing single logging curve reconstruction to identify fracture. And if the single logging curve reconstruction cannot identify the fracture clearly in some formations, the multiple log curve reconstruction is another way (DACR, REMA).
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